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Patterns of electroconvection in a nematic liquid crystal
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We present a survey of pattern formation in electroconvection of the nematic liquid crystal4-ethyl-2-
fluoro-48-[2-(trans-4-pentylcyclohexyl)-ethyl] biphenyl~I52! as a function of three control parameters: the
applied voltage, applied frequency, and electrical conductivity of the sample. The patterns are dominated by
oblique-roll states. Over the lower range of conductivity, the initial transition is a supercritical Hopf bifurcation
which leads to four degenerate modes: right- and left-traveling zig and zag rolls. For higher values of the
conductivity, the primary instability is a subcritical bifurcation to a single set of stationary oblique rolls. The
convecting states exhibit a rich variety of patterns as a result of the interactions between the four modes,
including states of spatiotemporal chaos and localized states.@S1063-651X~98!08301-9#

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Gd, 47.54.1r, 47.52.1j, 47.20.2k
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I. INTRODUCTION

Convection in a shallow horizontal layer of anisotropic
fluid heated from below is well known as Rayleigh-Be´nard
convection~RBC! @1#. It has been used extensively for th
study of a great variety of pattern-formation phenomena@2#.
For RBC, an infinite number of wave vectors, correspond
to all convection rolls with wave-vector moduluskc and hav-
ing all possible orientations, acquire positive growth rates
a critical value of the control parameter~in this case the
temperature difference across the sample!. Thus the patterns
that form have no preferred orientation unless one is impo
by an inhomogeneity of the experimental cell. Complem
tary to this case is electroconvection in a thin layer o
nematic liquid crystal, a paradigm for pattern formation
anisotropicsystems@3–6#.

Nematic liquid crystal molecules have an inherent orie
tational order relative to each other, but no positional ord
and the direction parallel to the average molecular alignm
is referred to as the directorn̂ @7#. A properly prepared
sample can haven̂ oriented uniformly along a particular axi
in the plane of the fluid layer. This case is known as pla
alignment. An ac voltage of amplitudeV and frequencyf is
applied across the sample using transparent conducting
on the inner surfaces of the glass plates. For certain nem
liquid crystals, there is a critical valueVc of V for which a
transition from a spatially uniform state to a convecting st
occurs. The nature of the convection pattern depends on
electrical conductivity of the sample. In order to achieve s
ficiently high electrical conductivities, pure liquid crysta
must be doped with ionic impurities. The pattern genera
will have a specific orientation relative ton̂ because only one
or a small number of wave vectorskc acquire a positive
growth rate atVc . Interesting new bifurcation phenomen
involving the orientation of these modes relative ton̂, as well
as pattern-formation phenomena above threshold involv
nonlinear interactions between the modes, can occur. A g
variety of spatiotemporal structures has been observed
cluding time-independent rolls@8,9#, traveling waves@9–15#,
571063-651X/98/57~1!/638~12!/$15.00
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defect chaos@11,16#, chaos at onset@17,18#, and localized
states@10,18,19#.

Many of the interesting features of anisotropic syste
are the result of patterns formed by the superposition o
small number of plane-wave modes whose wave vec
form nonzero angles with respect to the director, i.e., obliq
rolls. Because the orientation ofn̂ defines an axis but doe
not distinguish right from left along that axis, we chose t
following convention to describe plane-wave oblique rol
As shown in Fig. 1, we took thex axis parallel ton̂, with the
z axis perpendicular to the plane of the sample. We chos
describe the patterns using wave vectorsk with positive x
components, as shown. Patterns with 0,Q,p/2 are desig-
nated zig rolls, and those with2p/2,Q,0 are designated
zag rolls. HereQ is the angle betweenk and the positivex
axis.~Note, the standard nomenclature forQ50 is to refer to
such patterns as normal rolls.! There is nothing in the system
that can serve to distinguish zig and zag states with the s
uku anduQu. Consequently, such states must aquire a posi
growth rate at the same value of applied voltage, and for
reason, we refer to them as degenerate. It is thenonlinear
interactions betweendegeneratezig and zag modes which
lead to a rich variety of interesting phenomena@6,13,14#,

FIG. 1. The conventions used to defineQ for zig and zag rolls
are illustrated here. Thex andy axes are in the plane parallel to th
glass plates of the electroconvection cell, and the director is al
the x axis. The positivex direction has been chosen to be to t
right. The thick lines represent plane-wave oblique rolls, and
dashed arrows represent the wave vectors of these rolls.
638 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 639PATTERNS OF ELECTROCONVECTION IN A NEMATIC . . .
including spatiotemporal chaos at onset.
For electroconvection in our samples of the nematic liq

crystal 4-ethyl-2-fluoro-48-[2-(trans-4-pentylcyclohexyl)
-ethyl] biphenyl ~I52! with an electrical conductivity 0.8
31028&s'&1.831028 V21 m21 (s' is the conductivity

in the direction perpendicular ton̂), we found that the initial
instability is a supercritical Hopf bifurcation, i.e., a contin
ous and nonhysteretic transition to a state with a charac
istic frequencyvc . The bifurcation yields an oblique-rol
state which involves four degenerate modes: left- and rig
traveling zig and zag rolls@14,20#. At higher conductivities,
the initial bifurcation is to a state of stationary zig or z
rolls. In this paper we report on a survey ofnonlinearaspects
of the system, namely, the patterns observed above o
These patterns can be attributed to interactions betw
some or all of six modes: stationary, left-traveling, and rig
traveling zig and zag rolls.

There are a number of reasons for studying the nonlin
patterns exhibited by electroconvection in I52. First, thelin-
ear properties of this system (Vc , kc , and vc) have been
explained quantitatively by the weak-electrolyte model@21#
of electroconvection and are discussed in detail elsewh
@20#. Since the initial instability is supercritical over a wid
parameter range, solutions to coupled Ginzburg-Lan
equations derived from the weak-electrolyte model sho
quantitatively describe much of the rich behavior of this s
tem above but close to threshold where amplitudes are sm
Secondly, as the frequency of the applied voltage is
creased, the angle of the oblique rolls,Q, goes to zero as the
square root of that frequency. The value of the frequenc
which Q50 is referred to as the Lifshitz point. For ou
samples of I52, the Lifshitz point occurred sufficiently abo
our experimental frequency range thatQ'30° @20# in our
experiments. So far as we know, this value ofQ is greater
than those for any previously studied material. This is
most likely source of the novel patterns we observed.

Among the patterns are three different examples of s
tiotemporal chaos. For the purposes of this paper, spatio
poral chaos refers to deterministic patterns with unpred
able spatial and temporal variations@2#. We considered
patterns to be examples of spatiotemporal chaos if their
relation length was significantly smaller than the system s
and their correlation time was finite. This is a relatively loo
definition of spatio-temporal chaos, and further work
needed to fully characterize the examples discussed in
paper. One of the examples is a structure that is localize
the direction perpendicular ton̂. We refer to this pattern a
‘‘worms’’ because of its spatial and temporal appearan
@18# ~see, for example, Fig. 7!. The other two examples o
spatiotemporal chaos are ‘‘extended’’ states, i.e., the pat
fills the sample. One consists of four degenerate trave
modes with amplitudes which vary irregularly in space a
in time. It occurs at a primary supercritical bifurcation@17#.
The other involves six modes, and occurs for values oV
well aboveVc via a secondary bifurcation. Another interes
ing aspect of this system is the existence of a second
bifurcation from a single set of stationary oblique rolls to
pattern which is the superposition ofnondegeneratezig and
zag rolls, where nondegenerate refers to the fact that the
states have different values ofuQu.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
describes the experimental apparatus and outlines the t
niques used to analyze the images. In Sec. III we presen
results, and Sec. IV contains a summary and suggests s
future avenues of exploration.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD, IMAGE ANALYSIS, AND
FLUID PROPERTIES

The electroconvection apparatus consists of a shad
graph apparatus for visualization and a temperatu
controlled sample stage~see Fig. 2!. The shadowgraph appa
ratus is a modified version of the one described in Ref.@22#.
It consists of two parts: a light source mounted below and
imaging system mounted above the sample stage.

The light source is a 660-nm light-emitting diode coupl
into a 50-mm diameter optical fiber. The optical fiber is 2 m
long with a numerical aperture of 0.22. The light is co
verted into a parallel beam by a 10-mm-diameter achrom
lens with a 20 mm focal length. A dichroic sheet polarizer
placed between the light source and the sample cell and
be rotated with respect to the cell.

The imaging system consists of two lenses and a cha
coupled device~CCD! camera which are mounted in a 1.2
m-high aluminum tube. The lower lens is a 20-mm-diame
achromat with a 52.7-mm focal length. This lens is fixed
place 6.63 cm above the cell. The second lens is a Ni
50-mm f /1.4 camera lens. The Nikon lens and CCD cam
are mounted on separate movable carriages. The desig
the carriages allows the relative position of the Nikon le

FIG. 2. A schematic drawing of the apparatus.
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640 57MICHAEL DENNIN, DAVID S. CANNELL, AND GUENTER AHLERS
and CCD camera on the one hand and the position of
Nikon lens and camera as a unit on the other to be adjus
independently. The combined magnification of the tw
lenses ranges from 13 to 203. The image is digitized using
an 8-bit gray scale, and divided pixel by pixel by a referen
image which is taken below the onset of convection. Th
image division removes most of the inhomogeneities in t
optics. For display purposes, the divided image is rescaled
cover the range 0–255. For numerical analysis, the unsca
divided image is used.

The sample stage is shown in more detail in Fig. 3. It
mounted on anx-y translation stage with 1-mm resolution.
This permits the selection of a particular part of a larg
sample for detailed study. It also allows the calibration of th
magnification of the shadowgraph system by imaging a r
erence object in two lateral positions with a known relativ
displacement. The stage consists of a 9.78-cm-diameter
minum cylinder of height 6.78 cm and wrapped with 0.64 c
of insulating foam. The cylinder is split approximately alon
its horizontal midplane, and near its center it contains a ca
ity which holds the sample. To allow for illuminating the
sample from below and viewing it from above, there is
1.40-cm-diameter hole along the axis of the cylinder. Th
hole is closed at the top and bottom with glass windows
reduce or avoid convection of the air within it. A 0.318-cm
wide and 2.54-cm-high circular channel with an inner radiu
of 3.56 cm is located with its midplane at the midplane of th
aluminum cylinder. This channel surrounds the sample ca
ity. Temperature-controlled water flows through it and pro
vides a temperature stability of the aluminum block o
61 mK ~rms!. The upper limit to the operating temperatur
of the apparatus is around 70 °C.

The cell thicknessd was set by Mylar gaskets and wa
uniform to 0.5mm. The observations reported here are fro
four different cells with spacings of 28mm, 28 mm,
30 mm, and 54 mm. We will refer to these cells as cell 28-1
28-2, 30, and 54, respectively. It is necessary to distingu
nominally identical samples~28-1 and 28-2! because of
variations in the electrical conductivities of the samples. T
planar alignment was achieved with rubbed polyimide laye
that were spin coated onto the slides. Further details of
cell construction are discussed in Ref.@23#.

To achieve the required electrical conductivities, the nem
atic liquid crystal I52 was doped with 2% by weight molecu

FIG. 3. A schematic drawing of the temperature-controlled sta
containing the sample.
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lar iodine@24#. We measureds' for each sample as a func
tion of applied angular frequencyV. Here s'(V)
5(d/A)Re@ I (V)/V(V)# whereI (V) is the measured com
plex current in response to the appliedV(V), d is the cell
thickness, andA is the area of the electrode. We used tw
methods to measures' . One employed a standard capacit
bridge and lock-in amplifier to measure the real and ima
nary components ofI (V). The other was described in Re
@15#. The accuracy of our measurements ofs' was approxi-
mately 2% and was limited by difficulties measuringA and
d. However, for a given cell these quantities are fixed, a
we were able to measure changes ins' with a precision of a
few tenths of a percent. A detailed discussion ofs' and its
frequency dependence is given in Ref.@23#. There is a strong
frequency dependence ofs' as V→0, but for V/2p
.25 Hz, s' is constant within the limits of our measure
ments. For the results reported here, the values ofs' were
measured usingV/2p525 Hz.

The conductivity of an individual cell could be varied b
up to a factor of 3 by changing the temperature over
range 44 °C–60 °C. Cells with different values ofs' for a
given temperature were obtained by varying the amoun
iodine used to dope the I52. In addition, a small linear d
in the conductivity with time meant that different values
s' at a fixed temperature could be studied for a particu
cell. Comparing the results from different cells and at diffe
ent times showed that the observed series of transitions
pended primarily on conductivity rather than on temperatu
However, the actual voltage at which each transition
curred was often temperature dependent. We believe th
the result of other material parameters, particularly the
isotropy of the dielectric constant, changing with tempe
ture. For this reason, data taken for different temperatu
but having the same conductivity are not quantitatively co
parable.

Two important material parameters areea5e i2e' and
sa5s i2s' where e i (s i) and e' (s') are the principal
components of the dielectric constant~conductivity! tensor
parallel and perpendicular to the director. For I52 in the te
perature rangeT544 °C–60 °C,ea was previously measure
@15,25# to range from20.03 to 0.

We measureds' directly, but did not measures i . There-
fore, to determinesa , we inferredsa /s' from comparisons
between the predicted@20# value ofVc for zero applied fre-
quency and the zero frequency limit of the measured val
of Vc . The zero frequency limit of the measurements w
determined by extrapolating the data forV/2p>25 Hz. For
the conditions of our experiments, the weak-electrol
model @21# and the calculations in Ref.@4# predict the same
values forVc , so either calculation can be used. Howev
the comparison with the prediction ofVc is only valid for
parameter values for which the primary bifurcation is know
to be supercritical. Therefore this method is valid over t
entire range of temperatures only when a sample is su
ciently doped such thats'*0.731028 V21 m21 for all T
~see Sec. III!. This limited our ability to determine the mag
nitude of sa . However, using a sample with a sufficie
level of doping, we foundsa /s'.0 over the entire tem-
perature range. Presumably, the sign ofsa /s' is not depen-
dent on the dopant concentration; thus we assume thatsa is

e
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TABLE I. Summary of modes.

Range of angle (Q)
Mode Representation between director andk

Stationary zig A(x,t)cos@k•x1f(x,t)# 0,Q,p/2
Right-traveling zig A(x,t)cos@k•x2vt1f(x,t)# 0,Q,p/2
Left-traveling zig A(x,t)cos@k•x1vt1f(x,t)# 0,Q,p/2
Stationary zag A(x,t)cos@k•x1f(x,t)# 2p/2,Q,0
Right-traveling zag A(x,t)cos@k•x2vt1f(x,t)# 2p/2,Q,0
Left traveling zag A(x,t)cos@k•x1vt1f(x,t)# 2p/2,Q,0
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positive for all of the patterns~even the localized ones fo
s',0.731028 V21 m21) reported on here. For a discu
sion of the other properties of I52, see footnote 25 of R
@20#.

The patterns consisted of superpositions of roll-li
modes each of which can be written asAn(x,t)cos@kn•x
2vnt1fn(x,t)#, wheren labels the modes. Herekn andvn

are the wave vector and the angular frequency of a gi
mode, andx5(x,y) is the position vector in the plane of th
fluid layer. TheAn(x,t) andfn(x,t) are the slowly varying
amplitude and phase of the pattern that describe variation
length and time scales that are large compared to those
fined by uknu and uvnu, respectively. The six possible mode
are listed in Table I. Having chosen thex axis parallel to the
director, the angle betweenkn and the director is given by
Qn5tan21qn /pn wherepn and qn are thex and y compo-
nents ofkn , respectively. As discussed, we use the conv
tion that states with angles in the range 0,Q,p/2 are des-
ignated zig states and those with2p/2,Q,0 are
designated zag states. Two roll states, labeled byn51 and
n52, are considered degenerate whenuv1u5uv2u, uk1u
5uk2u, anduQ1u5uQ2u.

We analyzed the shadowgraph images using the spe
densityS(k,v) ~the square of the modulus of the space-tim
Fourier transform of the divided image!. When the time evo-
lution or only a snapshot at one time was of interest,
transform in space only was used andS(k,t) was computed.
Occasionally, we may refer toS(k,t) as the ‘‘spatial power
spectrum’’ of the image. When time-averaged amplitud
were desired, we would take the time averageS(k) of
S(k,t). All transforms were normalized so that Parseva
theorem was obeyed, i.e., so that the variance of the imag
real space is equal to the total power in Fourier space. T
time and space averages^An

2& of the squares of the mod
amplitudesAn could be obtained by summing the contrib
tions toS(k) in the vicinity of the relevant peak. Wave vec
tors were determined by calculating the first moment
S(k), again using only the vicinity of the relevant peak~see,
for instance, Refs.@26,27#!. The correlation length and cor
relation time for a given mode were taken to be the inve
of the width of the corresponding peak in the spect
density. The amplitude of the variation of the direct
in the z direction, u, was estimated from the mode amp
tudes ^An

2& using @28# u5(An /4)(d/l)$@22(ne /no)2#/
@12(ne /no)2#%. Hereu is in radians;d is the cell thickness;
l is the wavelength of the pattern;An5(^An

2&)1/2; andne and
no are the extraordinary and ordinary indices of refraction
f.
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I52, respectively. This formula is based on geometric op
and derived in Ref.@28#.

Demodulation was used to study the states of spatiot
poral chaos for which the behavior ofAn(x,t) is of particular
interest. Demodulation consists of performing the space-t
Fourier transform of a time series of images and setting
Fourier transform to zero everywhere except for a small
gion around thekn and vn of interest. The inverse Fourie
transform of this modified function is a complex function
space and time. Its real part corresponds
An(x,t)cos@kn•x2vnt1f(x,t)#, and its modulus is the de
siredAn(x,t). One can also demodulate single spatial imag
to find the amplitude as a function of position for the zig a
zag rolls without distinguishing between right- and le
traveling states.

It should be pointed out that the shadowgraph meth
under many circumstances is highly nonlinear@28#, and that
for this reason the images seen in real space often ca
quite misleading. We illustrate this in Fig. 4. The left portio
shows a real-space image of a pattern fore50.066 ands'

51.031028 V21 m21. Heree[(V2/Vc
221) is the reduced

control parameter. The image gives the impression of a r

FIG. 4. The left portion is a typical shadowgraph image resu
ing from the superposition of zig and zag oblique rolls. It covers
area 0.5 mm30.5 mm in cell 28-2. For this image,s'51.0
31028 V21 m21 ande50.066. The image gives the appearance
a rectangular structure, with different characteristic length scale
thex andy directions. The upper right portion is the central regi
of the spatial power spectrum of the image. It shows that the f
damental wave vectors correspond to oblique rolls. The lower r
portion shows a larger range of Fourier space, and reveals st
contributions from higher harmonics and sums and difference
the fundamental components. The origins of the spectra are a
image centers. The scales ofkx andky are given by the bars.
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TABLE II. Summary of observed patterns.

Pattern number of Number of traveling Relationship betwe
name Spatial extent modes modes zig and zag

Oblique extended 1 0 NA
SO1 extended 2 0 sameuQu
SO2 extended 2 0 differentuQu
EC1 extended 4 4 sameuQu
EC2 extended 6 4 sameuQu
Worms localized ~see text! ~see text! NA
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angular structure formed by the superposition of two sets
rolls. One set seems to have the roll axes horizontal~parallel
to n̂) and the other vertical~normal ton̂), and they appear to
have two different wavelengths. In order to gain a more
jective understanding of the modes which contribute to
pattern we examineS(k,t). The central portion ofS(k,t),
given in the top right portion of Fig. 4, shows that the re
angular appearance of the pattern is illusory. The transf
reveals contributions from zig and zag rolls, with wave ve
tors k15(p,q) andk25(p,2q), respectively, and2k1 and
2k2, all with the same modulusk5Ap21q2. The lower
right part of Fig. 4 shows a larger portion of Fourier space
reveals that, in addition to the fundamental compone
there are strong contributions fromk11k25(2p,0) andk1
2k25(0,2q) which are responsible for the appearance
the rectangular structure in real space with the two illus
length scalesp/p andp/q.

We do not believe that the higher-order components
S(k,t) arise from the fluid flow, but rather that they are
optical effect caused by the nonlinearities of the shado
graph method. The existence of the second harmonics is
ily understood in terms of the focusing of light due to var
tions of the index of refraction. The samples are illumina
with light polarized along thex axis. The index of refraction
of the sample is a tensor and depends on the square o
angleu(x,y) in the x-z plane between the director and th
polarization. This variation of the index of refraction focus
light rays and produces an intensity modulation. The wa
length of this modulation corresponds to the width of o
roll, or half the wavelength of the pattern. There is an ad
tional focusing effect that is proportional tou(x,y) that pro-
duces a modulation with the wavelength of two rolls,
equal to that of the pattern. This effect is explained in de
in Ref. @28#.

For all of the images shown here, the director is align
horizontally ~the x axis!, and the gray-scaled plots of th
power spectra have (p50, q50) in the centers of the im
ages. We never found a measurable variation of the dire
in thex-y plane. This was checked by observing the patte
through crossed polarizers.

III. RESULTS

A. Pattern descriptions

We identified six different patterns. One of them, t
worm state@18#, is unique in that it is highly localized trans
verse to the director and much less strongly localized para
to the director. The width of the worm state is on the order
f
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a wavelength@18#. Therefore this state is not a superpositi
of a finite number of modes withslowly varying amplitudes
A(x,t). However, it may be useful to treat it as a superpo
tion of a few modes withstronglyvarying amplitudes. Close
inspection of the real-space images reveals two types
worms: those well approximated by a superposition of rig
traveling zig and zag rolls, and those well approximated
left-traveling zig and zag rolls. In each case, the amplitu
A(x,t) of the modes varies strongly in the direction perpe
dicular to the director@18#.

The other five patterns are spatially extended, and es
tially fill the cell. They can be decomposed into sums of t
modes listed in Table I withslowly varying amplitudes and
phases. The modes that comprise a particular pattern w
determined from the peaks in the spectral densityS(k,v).

Three of the patterns are stationary (v50). Of these, the
simplest is referred to as oblique rolls in keeping with sta
dard nomenclature. The other two time-independent patte
may be decomposed into a superposition of stationary
and zag rolls. We denoted these states as SO1 and SO2,
SO referring to ‘‘stationary oblique.’’ These two pattern
differ in that the SO1 pattern is a superposition of degene
zig and zag rolls, i.e., oblique rolls with the sameuQu,
whereas the SO2 pattern results from a superposition of
and zag roll with differentuQu ~of nondegenerate modes!.
We observed the SO2 state only well above threshold,
not as the result of a primary bifurcation.

The remaining two extended states exhibited spatiotem
ral chaos, and we denoted them as EC1 and EC2. Here
refers to ‘‘extended chaotic.’’ The EC1 pattern was the res
of a primary bifurcation and may be decomposed into rig
and left-traveling zig and zag modes. The EC2 state c
sisted of all six possible modes, the two stationary ones
the four traveling ones. Therefore, even thoughuk i u5uk j u and
uQ i u5uQ j u for all six modes, the EC2 state involves the s
perposition of nondegenerate modes. By definition, the
tionary modes (v50) are not degenerate with the travelin
modes (vÞ0) becauseuv i uÞuv j u. As with the SO2 state
the other example of a superposition of nondegene
modes, the EC2 state was only observed to arise from
secondary bifurcation. The fact that these two states are
observed at onset is reasonable. AtVc , one would only ex-
pect to observe states that are either composed of a s
mode or are the superposition of degenerate modes.

For easy reference, the six patterns together with
modes underlying them are summarized in Table II.

B. Transitions between patterns

The parameter space for electroconvection is extrem
large, and our choice of parameters was guided by a num
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of factors. In principle, there are four easily accessible c
trol parameters: the applied voltageV, the thickness of the
cell d, the applied angular frequencyV, and the conductivity
of the sample perpendicular to the directors' . Because we
used sealed cells with a fixed thickness, we were not abl
perform systematic studies as a function ofd; therefore we
focused on the three parametersV, V, ands' .

Because many of the transitions between patterns are
teretic, the path taken in parameter space to achieve a
ticular value ofV, V, ands' is important. For this work, we
chose to study the behavior as a function of the redu
control parametere[(V2/Vc

2)21. Therefores' andV were
only varied withV held at a value close to zero for whic
there was no pattern. For each value ofs' andV, a separate
critical voltageVc was measured.

Our results are reported in terms of the dimensionl
frequencyVtq . It has been shown experimentally@20# that
Vc is a function of V and s' only in the combination
(V/s')e0e' . This is in agreement with theoretical predi
tions@4,21#. The quantity (V/s')e0e' is just the dimension-
less frequencyVtq wheretq is the charge relaxation tim
@25,29# tq[e0e' /s' . Here e0 is the permittivity of free
space. Physically,tq is the relaxation time with which a
charge density fluctuation perpendicular ton̂ decays. Over
the range of parameters used here for I52,tq'1023 s.

Even thoughVtq depends on bothV and s' , the non-
linear properties of the pattern depended separately ons'

andVtq . Theory@21# strongly suggests that this is due to
third dimensionless parameter that scales ass'd2. General
trends from our limited study of differentd support this be-
lief; however, theory provides a number of possible dime
sionless parameters@21# that all scale ass'd2. At present,
there are insufficient data as a function ofd to identify the
correct parameter. Therefore we report our data as a func
of e, Vtq , ands' , and make a note when a different valu
of d is used. This does introduce the complication that b
s' and V must be adjusted in order to varys' for fixed
Vtq .

Even limiting our study to the three parameterse, Vtq ,
and s' , a large parameter space remains to be explo
Therefore we focus on one cut through thee-s' plane lo-
cated roughly in the middle of the range ofVtq , at Vtq
51.34. The results of this study are summarized in Fig
We also studied two cuts in thee-Vtq plane at fixed values
of s' , involving two different samples. These are summ
rized in Fig. 6.

In terms of unscaled quantities, the applied voltage
these studies ranged from 5 Vrms to 60 Vrms. The applied
frequency ranged from 25 Hz to 500 Hz, and the value
Vc ranged fromVc'10 Vrms to Vc'35 Vrms. The range of
V was fixed from above by the cutoff frequency@3# Vc .
Above Vc , one observes a qualitatively different type
pattern formation known as dielectric convection@3#. For our
samples,Vctq'3. The lower limit of applied frequency wa
chosen to beV/2p525 Hz to avoid the strong frequenc
dependence ofs' as V→0. For our samples,V/2p
525 Hz corresponds to 0.1&Vtq&0.6, depending ons' .
The upper limit on the conductivity range was set by o
ability to dope I52. The lower limit was set by the decrea
of Vc with decreasings' .
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As discussed in the section on material parameters, the
are a number of factors that limit quantitative comparison

FIG. 5. The regions where the various patterns are observed a
function of e ands' at Vtq51.34 for the cell 28-2. Heres' ~the
conductivity perpendicular to the director! was varied by changing
the temperatureT, as indicated by the arrow below the abscissa, an
Vtq was held fixed by varyingV. The results were obtained using
a temperature range from 44 °C to 59 °C. The solid vertical arro
corresponds tos'51.2431028 V21 m21 and T554 °C. The
dashed vertical arrow ats'51.031028 V21 m21 andT549 °C
is an experimental path discussed in the text.

FIG. 6. The top portion of the figure shows the regions wher
the various patterns are observed as a function ofe and Vtq for
T557 °C in cell 28-2. For this plot,Vtq was varied by changing
V, ands was held fixed at 1.2431028 V21 m21. The solid verti-
cal arrow corresponds toVtq51.34, which was the value used for
Vtq in Fig. 5. The bottom portion of the figure shows the region
where the various patterns are observed as a function ofe andVtq

in the cell 28-1. Heres'52.231028 V21 m21 andT544 °C.
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between Figs. 5, 6~a!, and 6~b!. First, the results in Fig. 6~b!
are from sample 28-1 and those in Figs. 5 and 6~a! are from
sample 28-2. Recall that for different samples the same c
ductivity corresponds to different temperatures. Therefo
because of variations in other material parameters, thee val-
ues of the transitions are not quantitatively comparable
tween different samples. Similarly, because of the slow d
in conductivity with time, the same conductivity in Fig.
and Fig. 6~a! corresponds to slightly different temperature
This shift in s' with time is the reason that the solid lin
used to mark the connection between Figs. 5 and 6~a! does
not pass through actual data points on either plot. The o
significant discrepancy is in the transition from the SO2 st
to the EC2 state. This is due to the large slope of the SO
EC2 transition fors''1.2431028 V21 m21, the value of
s' used to measure Fig. 6~a!.

All of the boundaries in Figs. 5 and 6 were measured
quasistatically stepping the voltage. The system was eq
brated after each step ine for 15 minutes. This time was
chosen to be long compared to the director relaxation ti
td'1 s. The primary bifurcation lines (e50) in Figs. 5 and
6~a! were measured with steps ofde5531024, and the sec-
ondary transitions in these figures were measured by s
ping e in steps ofde5531023. In Fig. 6~b!, all of the
boundaries were measured with a step size ofde50.01.

The discussion of the details of the transitions betwe
patterns is divided into three sections. The first section
ports on the primary bifurcations as a function ofs' . The
primary bifurcations to EC1 and to the worm state have b
studied in detail and reported on previously@17,18,20#. We
review the important characteristics of these transitions
report on measurements of a primary stationary bifurca
that occurs at higher values ofs' . Second, the transition
from EC1 to SO1 and from SO1 to EC2 will be discussed
particular, quantitative measurements of the patterns a
the path marked by the vertical dashed arrow in Fig. 5 w
be reported. The third section will be a discussion of a nu
ber of qualitative features of the SO2 state, and the seco
ary transitions from the worm state.

C. Initial bifurcations

For s'&0.731028 V21 m21, the initial bifurcation is
directly to the worm state. The worms are localized in t
direction perpendicular ton̂ and travel throughout the ce
parallel ton̂. They possess a distribution of lengths along
director, but their width~perpendicular ton̂) is unique for a
given set of control parameters. Examples at one valuee
and as a function of time are shown in Fig. 7. A more d
tailed description of this state was given elsewhere@18#. The
worms are stable in the sense that they are destroyed on
traveling out of the cell or through interactions with oth
worms. Worms appear spontaneously from the conduc
state at seemingly random locations. When a worm is bor
clearly involves a superposition of right- and left-travelin
waves, leading to a standing-wave state. However, as
amplitudes of the modes within the worm grow, only t
right- or the left-traveling waves survive. Thus each in
vidual mature worm involves only right- or left-traveling zi
and zag rolls. Worms of both types coexist in different sp
tial locations of the same sample. For the parameters
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investigated, worms consisting of right-~left-! traveling rolls
move to the left~right! with a speed about a tenth of th
traveling-wave speed. Very near onset, worms are very
and relatively short, with a relatively large spacing betwe
them in they direction ~perpendicular ton̂).

As s' is increased, there is a change in the primary
furcation. Instead of the worm state, EC1 is the initial sta
However, the boundary between the worm regime and
EC1 state does not appear to be sharp. For values ofs' near
0.831028 V21 m21, we observed both worms and the EC
state fore as small as 131023. Neither state appeared to b
a transient, as the system alternated between the two s
aperiodically for up to 24 hours. However, fors'>0.9
31028 V21 m21, the initial transition is always to the EC
state, and worms are no longer observed.

Measurements of the root-mean-square amplitude of
director deviation from perfect planar alignment demonstr
that the bifurcation to EC1 is supercritical. The amplitu
increases continuously withe, and within the experimenta
resolution ofde5531024, there is no observable hysteres
A typical example is given in Fig. 8. The steps ine are 5
31024. For e,0, the rms amplitude had a nearly consta
small value which was consistent with thermally induc
fluctuations below onset@30#.

A snapshot of a relatively large area of the EC1 state
shown in the top portion of Fig. 9. One can see that there
spatial regions where either the zig or the zag mode do
nates. There also are other regions where both modes c
ist, giving the impression of a rectangular pattern~see the
discussion of Fig. 4 in Sec. II!. The amplitudes of the indi-
vidual modes can be obtained by complex demodulation
discussed in Sec. II. As an example, the amplitude of the
mode of the part of the pattern outlined by the square in
top is given in the bottom of Fig. 9 with white representing

FIG. 7. Snapshots from a time series of the worm state ae
50.012 ands'50.631028 V 21 m21 and T555 °C in cell 30.
The images~a!, ~b!, ~c!, and~d! were taken 60 s apart. Each imag
covers an area of 0.17 cm30.17 cm.
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large amplitude. It is clear from these images that the co
lation lengths of the amplitude parallel and perpendicula
the director are much larger than a roll wavelength. For
example of Fig. 9, this length was determined to be ab
25l parallel and 20l perpendicular to the director (l
52p/uku is the wavelength of the pattern!. To study the
temporal correlation, time series of local regions of the p
tern were obtained. The four modes are anticorrelated
time, and the correlation time of a given mode@17# was
roughly 1000td . A systematic study of the statistical prop
erties of the EC1 state as a function ofe ands' has yet to be
carried out.

As the conductivity is increased, the primary bifurcati
again changes character. Unlike the crossover from worm
EC1, this change appears to occur at a well defined valu
s' . As s' is increased, the secondary bifurcation from t
EC1 to the SO1 state~see below! is replaced by a transition
from the EC1 state to the oblique-roll state. It appears t
there must exist a value ofs' for which the EC1 to oblique-
roll bifurcation line intersectse50 ~see Fig. 5!. Above this
value of s' , the primary bifurcation should be to th
oblique-roll state. Currently, we have only studied this tra
sition for s'52.231028 V21 m21 in cell 28-1~see Fig. 6!,
and the primary bifurcation was to the SO1 state. A reso
tion of de50.01 was used, and within this resolution, t
transition occurs from the conduction state via a large ju
in the amplitude of the pattern. Estimates from the pow
spectra give a change in the rms director amplitude
roughly 200 mrad~compare this to Fig. 8!, indicating a sub-
critical bifurcation. Note, the results for this transition are n
shown in Fig. 5, which was for cell 28-2, because, as d
cussed previously, results from two different cells for thee
values of the secondary bifurcations are not quantitativ
comparable.

D. EC1 to SO1 to EC2 transition

The transitions between the EC1 and SO1 state and
SO1 state and EC2 states were studied in the most de
Figure 10 shows single snapshots of the EC1, SO1, and

FIG. 8. A typical result of an onset measurement for the E
state with d528mm. Here s'50.9331028 V21 m21 and T
525 °C. The circles are the rms deviation of the director from
mean direction while increasing the applied voltage. The triang
are this deviation while decreasing the applied voltage.
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states. Also shown are gray-scale renderings of the co
spondingS(k,t). All three states are superpositions of z
and zag rolls with equaluQu. The differences between th
states are the traveling frequenciesv of the modes. The EC1
state~a! consists of four modes: right- and left-traveling z
and zag rolls with equaluvu. The SO1~b! state is the super
position of only two modes: stationary zig and zag rolls (v
50). The EC2~c! state consists of six modes: right- an
left-traveling zig and zag rolls with equaluvu and stationary
zig and zag rolls. Both the EC1 and EC2 states are exam
of spatiotemporal chaos. The nonperiodic spatial behavio
these states is evident in Figs. 10~a! and 10~c! as variations

1

s

FIG. 9. An example of the EC1 state. The top portion is
real-space image fors'51.531028 V21 m21, e50.01, andT
549 °C covering an area of 0.35 cm3 0.35 cm of cell 28-2. The
bottom half was obtained by demodulation of the top, and gives
amplitude of the ‘‘zig’’ mode in the 0.18 cm3 0.18 cm area shown
by the square in the top~dark regions correspond to small and lig
regions to large amplitudes!.
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in the amplitudes of the patterns. In contrast, the SO1 sta
uniform in space and time except for a few isolated defe
as seen in Fig. 10~b!, that travel slowly.

The locations of the transitions were determined by m
suringv as a function ofe. At each step ine, a time series
of images was taken andS(k,v) was computed. From
S(k,v), the traveling-wave frequency was determined. T
top part of Fig. 11 is a plot of this frequency as a function
e for s'51.031028 V21 m21. Both the transition from
EC1 to SO1 ate50.055 and the transition from SO1 to EC
at e50.080 occur with a finite jump in frequency. The tra
eling frequency for the rolls in the EC1 state and EC2 st
are of about the same size. For the EC2 state,S(k,v) has
contributions corresponding tov50 and to v.0.4 s21,
showing the presence of travelingand stationary rolls.

The behavior of the power in fundamental modes (Pzig
1Pzag, circles! and that in second harmonic modes (P2zig
1P2zag1Pzig 1 zag1Pzig 2 zag, triangles! is shown in the bot-
tom part of Fig. 11. HerePmode namerefers to the power unde
the peak inS(k) that corresponds to the wave vector iden
fied by the mode name, as discussed in Sec. II. As a
discussed in Sec. II, the presence of the second harmon
due primarily to nonlinear optical effects@28#. However, the
fundamentals and second harmonics do not exhibit sim
behavior. The amplitudes of both the fundamentals and
second harmonics decrease as a function ofe for the SO1

FIG. 10. The left-hand column shows three images from c
28-2 taken along the dashed arrow of Fig. 5. The images
1 mm31 mm. Image ~a! is an example of an EC1 state ate
50.016.~b! is an example of a SO1 state ate50.066, and~c! is an
example of an EC2 state ate50.10. The right-hand column give
the spatial power spectraS(k,t) for the corresponding left-hand
images. The origins of the spectra are at the image centers, an
spectra cover the range20.3 mm21<kx ,ky<0.3 mm21.
is
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state (0.055,e,0.08). However, ate50.055, the second
harmonics have a large jump in amplitude, while the fund
mentals vary smoothly. This difference of behavior is n
understood, and a detailed calculation of the shadowgr
image is necessary to fully elucidate it.

The EC2 state is a highly complicated pattern, and
order to fully characterize its dynamics, one needs to stu
time series of images covering many spatial correlat
lengths. However, limitations of our current apparatus pla
an upper limit of roughly 8l on the spatial extent of image
in a long time series. Qualitative observations of the patte
in real time reveal regions of superimposed stationary
and zag rolls similar in appearance to the SO1 state. T
overall impression is that a nearly uniform SO1 state exi
throughout the cell and localized regions of the EC1 st
move across this background. One can get a feel for
from Fig. 10~c!. In this image, the ‘‘fuzzier’’ regions corre-
spond to places where traveling rolls exist. Regions like
lower left-hand corner@which look like Fig. 10~b!# corre-
spond to places for which the pattern is stationary. Althou
demodulation of larger images is necessary to show con
sively that the traveling rolls are superimposed over a ba
ground pattern which is stationary, demodulations of sm
images suggest that this is indeed the case.

E. Additional results

We have not yet quantitatively studied the secondary
furcations from the worm state ase is increased; however
the qualitative features are known. Ase increases, the num-

ll
re

the

FIG. 11. Top: The traveling-wave frequenciesv, measured in
cell 28-2, are plotted as a function ofe for s'51.0
31028 V 21 m21 andVtq51.34 ~along the dashed arrow in Fig
5!. For e.0.08, both the peak atv50 s21 andv'0.4 s21 have
roughly equal amplitudes. Bottom: the corresponding power in fu
damental modes~circles! and that in second harmonic modes~tri-
angles! ~see text!.
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ber of worms increases, and there is ane-dependent spacing
between the worms in they direction that decreases. Th
average length of the worms increases as well until, foe
'0.1, the cell is filled with highly irregular convection
Quantitative studies of this state have not been carried ou
determine how it is related to the EC2 state. Given the lo
tion of the boundary of the transition to EC2~see Fig. 5!, it
is expected that the EC2 state should be observable at
s' . Furthermore, quantitative studies of the transitions a
function of s' ~made by sweeping temperature! at constant
e.0 are needed to fully describe the locations of the bou
aries of the worm state. In particular, lowering the cond
tivity from initial states of either EC2 or SO1 are required
complete the bifurcation diagram given in Fig. 5.

The secondary bifurcation from the oblique-roll to th
SO2 state involves only the stationary modes. Figure
shows four typical images of a small section of the cell 28
and their corresponding spatial power spectra ase is in-
creased through the oblique-roll to SO2 transition withs'

FIG. 12. Four images for cell 28-1 andVtq51.34 taken from
the data corresponding tos'52.231028 V21 m21 and T
544 °C. The images are~a! an example of the oblique-roll state a
e50.014, ~b! an example of the oblique-roll state ate50.067
showing a grain boundary between zig and zag rolls,~c! an example
of the oblique-roll state ate50.082, and~d! an example of the SO2
state ate50.114. Each image covers an area 0.35 mm30.35 mm.
The corresponding gray-scaled images of the spatial power sp
S(k,t) are shown on the right. For the power spectra, the origins
at the image centers and the spectra cover the range20.6 mm21

<kx ,ky<0.6 mm21. The arrows in the spectra are drawn throu
fundamental peaks. In~b! the angle between them is 65°, corr
sponding touQu532.5°. In~d! the angle between the two arrows
close to 90°, but the two angles between them and the director~the
horizontal! differ from each other.
to
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1

52.231028 V21 m21. Because of the high values ofe, the
images were dominated by the second harmonics@28#.
Therefore, in the spatial power spectra of the images in F
12, the dominant peaks are the result of quadratic effe
known to exist for shadowgraph images of EC@28#, and the
linear peaks are barely visible.

For the case of the oblique-roll state, both the zig and
rolls often exist in different spatial locations of the cell, sep
rated by grain boundaries. An example of a grain boundar
given in Fig. 12~b!, and the corresponding spatial pow
spectrum shows the degenerate nature of the zig and zag
(uQzigu5uQzagu). In contrast, the spatial power spectrum
the SO2 state@Fig. 12~d!# shows that the two modes are n
degenerate. This state nucleates within homogeneous reg
of either zig or zag rolls, and not from the grain boundar
between the zig and zag rolls. The angle between the orig
set of rolls and the rolls which grow as a result of the ins
bility are close to 90° in this example@see Fig. 12~d!#, but
angles as small as 72° have been observed. An exam
showing the smaller angle is illustrated in Fig. 13. Furth
work is needed to determine the allowable range of ang
and the nature of the instability that leads to the superp
tion of nondegenerate oblique rolls.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported on a survey of patterns which occu
electroconvection in the nematic liquid crystal I52 as a fun
tion of three control parameters: applied voltageV, applied
frequencyV, and electrical conductivitys' of the sample.
Over the range 0.831028&s'&1.831028 V21 m21, the
initial transition is a supercritical Hopf bifurcation directly t
a superposition of degenerate modes which results in a s
of spatiotemporal chaos which is extended in space~EC1!.
For lower values ofs' , localized structures known a
worms occur above threshold and coexist with the cond
tion state. For a given set of external parameters, the wo
have a unique small width, but a varying and much grea
length. The nature of the bifurcation to the worm state ne
further elucidation. Immediately above onset, the worms
very rare, but when they do occur they seem to have a fi
amplitude. As the conductivity is increased, a codimensi
two point is reached beyond which the transition is a s
critical, stationary bifurcation to a single set of stationa
oblique rolls.

tra
re

FIG. 13. ~a! An image of the SO2 state from cell 28-2 ate
50.17 with s'51.5631028 V21 m21 andT557 °C. The image
covers a region of 0.55 mm30.55 mm.~b! The spatial power spec
trum of the image. The origin of the spectrum is at the image cen
and the spectrum covers the range20.36 mm21<kx ,ky<0.36
mm21. The two arrows in the spectrum are drawn through the f
damental peaks. The angle between them is 72 °.
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It is interesting to note that a localized state seemin
similar to our worms was observed by Brandet al. @19# for
electroconvection in a nematic liquid crystal known as 10E
Those authors attributed the existence of their state to
fact that their nematic liquid crystal hads i /s',1, a condi-
tion under which the usual mechanism for electroconvec
would be expected to break down. Our samples hads i /s'

.1, and thus we expect that the mechanism for localiza
would be different in our case.

We also find it interesting that the extended chaos n
onset~EC1! observed by us may have been encountered
fore in experiments by de la Torre and Rehberg@13#. Those
authors studied electroconvection in a nematic liquid cry
known as ‘‘Merck Phase V.’’ They observed a supercritic
bifurcation from conduction to a small-amplitude travelin
oblique-roll state with an ‘‘irregular dynamic cellular stru
ture’’ for a cell of 13-mm spacing. At small driving fre-
quency that state persisted only up toe.0.01. With further
increase ine a hysteretic transition to an oblique-roll sta
occurred. This sequence is very similar to our observati
for s'.231028 V21 m21. At larger driving frequency the
existence range of the small-amplitude state increased.

Another interesting feature of the EC1 state is the ex
tence of local regions~on the order of a spatial correlatio
length! for which the four modes had roughly equal amp
tudes and the pattern was a superposition of zig and
standingwaves. Because of the rather long correlation tim
these regions tend to be relatively robust. In general, the
standing waves were one-quarter of a cycle out of phase
each other, resulting in a state that alternates between zig
zag rolls. A short time series of images of the resulting p
tern is shown in Fig. 14. Thislocally occurring feature of the
pattern is interesting because of the strong similarity to
solution of coupled amplitude equations appropriate to a s
tem of superimposed, traveling oblique rolls withno spatial
variation of the amplitudestudied by Silberet al. ~see Fig. 2
of Ref. @31#; there the solution is referred to as alternati
rolls!. To describe the full spatial behavior of the EC1 sta
the equations used in Ref.@31# need to be modified to in
clude the spatial variation of the pattern. In principle, su
equations can be derived from the weak-electrolyte mo
which has already successfully explained the linear prop
ties of the system@20#.

A number of interesting secondary bifurcations involvi
the interaction of traveling and stationary oblique rolls we
observed. We discussed in some detail the transition f
the EC1 to the SO1 to the EC2 state and the transition f
the oblique-roll to the SO2 state. The EC1-SO1-EC2 tran
tions consist of a secondary bifurcation from a state of s
tiotemporal chaos to a time-independent spatially unifo
state which is followed by a transition back to a state
spatiotemporal chaos. The EC2 state appears to be the s
position of a uniform stationary state with patches of a st
of spatio temporal chaos consisting of traveling rolls. T
transition from the oblique-roll state to the SO2 state rep
sents an instability involving the superposition of nondeg
erate oblique rolls.

The equations of motion of electroconvection, the we
electrolyte model@21#, have been well established and p
tentially allow for close contact between theory and expe
ment. The linear parameters associated with the H
y

.
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bifurcation (vc ,kc ,Vc) already have been explained quan
tatively by the weak-electrolyte model@20#. In principle, it is
possible to derive coupled complex Ginzburg-Landau eq
tions, one for each mode, from the weak-electrolyte mod
These equations should describe the nonlinear aspects o
system quantitatively for small values ofe and over the pa-
rameter range where the primary bifurcation is supercritic
This theoretical approach should be applicable particularly
the EC1 state, and possibly may also lead to an elucida
of the localized worm state. Some theoretical progress in
direction has already been made@32#. Solutions to the com-
plex Ginzburg-Landau equations would be useful both wh
trying to select interesting values of the parameters and
deepening our understanding of the spatiotemporal chao
ported here.

In the large parameter space that is involved, a wide ra
of phenomena occur. The existence of the firm theoret
foundation provided by the weak-electrolyte model mak
the further pursuit of many of them particularly interestin
Here we mention a few. The various bifurcation lines need
be studied in more detail as a function ofVtq , s' , and cell
spacingd. Particularly important seems to be an elucidati
of the nature of the primary bifurcation to the worm sta
The mechanism responsible for the oblique roll to SO2 tr
sition also is not understood, and this unusual transition
serves further quantitative examination. There is a poin
parameter space where the states SO2, oblique roll, SO1
EC2 appear to meet or come very close to each other.
interactions of these four patterns may result in interest
behavior in the neighborhood of this point. The behavior

FIG. 14. A time series of images of a local region of the EC
state covering an area of 0.3 mm30.3 mm for cell 28-1. These
results are forVtq51.37,s'5131028 V21 m21, T525 °C, and
e50.005. The images~a!–~h! were taken roughly 1 s apart, respec-
tively, and demonstrate that the state alternates between zig an
rolls.
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the system near the codimension-two point where the EC
oblique-roll transition intersects the initial bifurcation is al
of interest. At this point, the initial bifurcation changes fro
a supercritical Hopf to a subcritical stationary bifurcation

Perhaps of greatest interest is the nature of the two st
of spatiotemporal chaos that occur immediately above on
namely, the worm state and the EC1 state. Their statis
properties should be studied quantitatively, so that a co
parison with quantitative theoretical calculations can
made. Further, there is the issue of the nature of the t
state of spatiotemporal chaos, EC2. Is it simply the supe
sition of EC1 and SO1, or is it an example of spatiotempo
chaos that is distinct from the EC1 state?

The new patterns reported here involved the interacti
between oblique rolls possessing relatively large values
Q. A deeper understanding of pattern formation in ani
fu

.
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tropic systems requires a more comprehensive study of
connection between the value ofQ, the nature of the inter-
actions between oblique rolls, and the resulting nonlin
patterns. Electroconvection is an ideal system for suc
study because there is a large number of external param
which affect the interactions between the degenerate obl
rolls. For example, grid patterns similar in appearance to
SO1 state have been observed previously under the app
tion of combined ac and dc electric fields@33#. Also, Q can
easily be varied by changingea , V, and by applying exter-
nal magnetic fields.
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